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real-world usage data



InformAmplify

Model SupportStudy

UX Researcher

mental models 
and use patterns

the voice of 
marginalised users

complex data strategic decision making 
with metrics and 

real-world usage data

my clients about systemic 
oppressions at play and how 

to work against them



arrogance

Acknowledge

Expose

TransformQuestion

Critical designer

the intervention 
of design

the responsibilities that 
come with the act of 

designing

the unsustainable 
strategic vacuum of 
“business as usual”

the brief*

of “intensive 

innovation”*

Get over with the

* Emmanuel Bonnet
* Tony Fry



WidenHarness

WorkTrain

Design teacher

the next generation of 
designers

teaching materials cast 
aside by “business

as usual”

WITH students on real-life 
projects

referential and cultural realms



Conviviel.org



Conviviel’s manifesto
“We invite design schools to add intervening on digital 
commons and libre softwares to their 
educational curriculum.

We must support designers into familiarising 
themselves with the world of libre code, as well as 
developers who don’t necessary know how to build 
good services and usable interfaces.”



“Redirected” design @ Master of Science 
Strategy & Design for the Anthropocene

https://strategy-design-anthropocene.org/

https://strategy-design-anthropocene.org/


Ecological redirectionist

Acknowledge planetary boundaries : we 
won’t be able to keep everything if we want our 
conditions of existence to be maintained

Lead pragmatism-inspired investigations 
to uncover the “attachments” we build to things 
and systems and outline what to keep, change, 
re-affect or let go of

Design “renunciation protocols” to support 
the renunciation of organisations, industries, 
objects, ways of living, etc.

https://peertube.designersethiques.org/w/qfro
Lwac1xk16rVvJndkdi

https://peertube.designersethiques.org/w/qfroLwac1xk16rVvJndkdi
https://peertube.designersethiques.org/w/qfroLwac1xk16rVvJndkdi




● Can’t see sh*t
● Doesn’t know in 

which part of the 
room it has landed

● Learns by trial and 
error

● Doesn’t discriminate
● Never gives up
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Member of Designers Éthiques
● designersethiques.org  Non-profit dedicated 

to research-action projects around the ethics of 
design

● Ethicsbydesign.fr organisation of the yearly 
conference of Designers Éthiques



Reading backlog
(so many books, so little time T_T)

100% 5%20%100% 0%



Research topics:

Rethinking design & 
designers’ intervention: 
Is design needed? If so, when?

Harnessing design to support 
ecological redirection & 
renunciation protocols



“You are responsible 
for what you put into 
the world.

— Victor Papanek



About not 
designing



https://xkcd.com/927/

https://xkcd.com/927/


“Is my contribution 
valuable?



Design intervention spectrum

Absta
in

No design
Delegate

Support p
eople through the use of 

design tools & methods, empower 

them to design themselves
Minimise

Pragmatism-inspired investigation, 

use / amplify what’s already 

available,

Intensive sobriety*

Delim
ited intervention

Brief tra
nsformation, deep user 

understanding, life
 cycle / end of lif

e 

planning, etc.

Business-a
s-u

sual

Design without lim
its, don’t q

uestion 

the brief, a
mplify oppressions, 

maximise profit

* Nathan Ben Kemoun



Intervention margin

Absta
in as much as possible

Challenge

Minimize when no 

other option

Delegate as much as possible



Tatiana Mac — tatianamac.com



Not designing actually implies a LOT of work.



Tony Fry
Australia-based design theorist

Core ideas: Sustainment, Defuturing, 
Futuring, Redirective Practice
https://www.thestudioattheedgeoftheworld.com



Tony Fry
Economy and design: 
a redirective practice

https://peertube.designersethiques.org
/w/8QNGdyYJeUciXE7bkPgN2b

https://peertube.designersethiques.org/w/8QNGdyYJeUciXE7bkPgN2b
https://peertube.designersethiques.org/w/8QNGdyYJeUciXE7bkPgN2b


“Design is not just a 
thing or practice, it is 
elemental to our 
becoming.

— Tony Fry



Not designing actually implies a LOT of work.

Above all, questioning our impulse to design.



Designing social 
network Mobilizon



“The only important 
thing about design
is how it relates
to people.

— Victor Papanek



Framasoft
“GAFAMs are the symptom of a systemic 
issue: surveillance capitalism. We want 
to help those who create free & 
emancipatory spaces outside of 
this system.”



Mobilizon
By Framasoft
https://joinmobilizon.org/

Illustrations davidrevoy.com



? How can we empower people to 
organise within spaces free from 
surveillance capitalism?



Form 
follows 

Function

Form only 
exists when 
function is 
accurately 
described



Accurately describing 
the situation: addressing 
tech’s strategic vacuum



Alan Cooper — “The Oppenheimer Moment”

https://interaction18.ixda.org/program/k
eynote--alan-cooper/

https://interaction18.ixda.org/program/keynote--alan-cooper/
https://interaction18.ixda.org/program/keynote--alan-cooper/


Alan Cooper — “The Oppenheimer Moment”



Jacky Alcinéhttps://ride.guru/lounge/p/people-arent-nice-about-bir
d-scooters-are-they-pic

https://www.thelocal.fr/20220509/french-gig-economy-w
orkers-to-elect-union-reps-for-the-first-time

https://ride.guru/lounge/p/people-arent-nice-about-bird-scooters-are-they-pic
https://ride.guru/lounge/p/people-arent-nice-about-bird-scooters-are-they-pic
https://www.thelocal.fr/20220509/french-gig-economy-workers-to-elect-union-reps-for-the-first-time
https://www.thelocal.fr/20220509/french-gig-economy-workers-to-elect-union-reps-for-the-first-time


*Enshittification
Coined by author and blogger Cory Doctorow in 2022.

The phenomenon of online platforms gradually degrading the quality of 
their services and user experience, often by implementing questionable 
functionalities or by promoting advertisements and sponsored content, in 
order to increase profits.





“Design ends up 
designing.

— Tony Fry



https://www2.eecs.berkeley.edu/Pubs/Tec
hRpts/2019/EECS-2019-48.html

https://www2.eecs.berkeley.edu/Pubs/TechRpts/2019/EECS-2019-48.html
https://www2.eecs.berkeley.edu/Pubs/TechRpts/2019/EECS-2019-48.html


https://failedarchitecture.com/robert-moses-
pig-ears-and-the-camden-bench-how-architec
tural-hostility-became-transparent/

https://failedarchitecture.com/robert-moses-pig-ears-and-the-camden-bench-how-architectural-hostility-became-transparent/
https://failedarchitecture.com/robert-moses-pig-ears-and-the-camden-bench-how-architectural-hostility-became-transparent/
https://failedarchitecture.com/robert-moses-pig-ears-and-the-camden-bench-how-architectural-hostility-became-transparent/


Mobilizon
By Framasoft

Illustration davidrevoy.com
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? How can we empower people to 
organise within spaces free from 
surveillance capitalism?

What does “organise” mean and imply?

How do we design a tool that designs very little in 
return, respects its users and gives them agency?



Investigate
A posture shift

From…

…to

Extensive, 
non-discriminatory 

exploration and 
active listening

Designing (thus 
deciding) for 

people, in their 
“best interest”



Investigate
A posture shift

From…

…to

Amplifying lesser 
voices, perspectives 
and existences, let 

other people design
Putting yourself in 

someone else’s 
shoes (empathy)



Investigate
A huge part of designing is 
about choosing what to 
make visible.



Investigate
Who are the ones that are never listened 
to?
…who are not allowed to have a voice?
Who has been excluded so far?
What/who has excluded them?



Investigate
What are these people’s hopes and fears?
What are they attached to? What is important 
to them? What goals / aims drive them?
Can we materialise these
interest communities?



Interest communities
➔ Affected by the existence 

of a system

➔ Sharing the same 
predicaments

➔ Sharing the same hopes 
and fears

➔ Attached to the same 
goals / aims 

Mastodon-based 
instance moderators 

facing alt-right 
attacks

Activists, 
whistleblowers, 

political refugeesPeople with 
insufficient tech 

literacy

More than justuse cases!



Describing interest communities

How are we affected by the current 
situation, by who/what?

What we can give up

What we demand

What strategies do we use 
against the status-quo?

Representatives:

What we can’t give up

Human Non-human

Name of interest
community



Tracing links that wouldn’t have 
been visible without investigation



Informing 
design decisions



Mobilizon
Workshops



Mobilizon
Interviews
Questionnaires



Findings

Issues & fears

● Privacy & risks: “Facebook pushes 
your data to the highest risk level by 
sharing your name, contacts… activists 
are constantly juggling with aspects of 
their identity and end up threatened by 
their use of FB.”

● Tool choices: “When people are not 
very technical, we push the privacy 
question aside and just go for the tool 
that a majority will be able to use.”

● Lock-ins: “We needed to kickstart the 
group so we went for unethical 
platforms that we’d leave as soon as 
we’d have the time. We never left…”

● Shared accounts governance : “Say 
you want to share some content on 
YouTube: it asks for creating a shared 
Google account and messing around 
sharing the password among a lot of 
people. Super annoying.”

● Visibility: “Facebook decides who sees 
what. We tried to use it for a seminar 
and it was a total failure… No one saw 
anything.”



Design decisions
No account needed to RSVP to an event (just an 
email address)

No algorithm!

POSSE (Publish on Own Site, Syndicate Elsewhere)

“Groups” feature with basic organisation tools 
(private messaging, group discussions, public group 
page, etc.)

“Identities”: one account holds multiple custom 
facets that you can pick to create events or RSVP

On-demand attendees moderation

Hosting and installation made easy by the 
CHATONS.org collective



Mobilizon
Jobs-to-be-done



Mobilizon
Prototypes



Decentralisation : 
a “new” paradigm



Meta
Facebook, 
Instagram, 
Whatsapp…

Twitter



Meta
Facebook, 
Instagram, 
Whatsapp…



Decentralised web 
(Fediverse)



Decentralised web 
(Fediverse)



Messy
Hard to grasp

Steep learning 
curve Where to 

start?

Too 
technical!Who to 

trust?

I would lose 
everything!



Hosting
Governance

Costs

Strategy

Scaling

Moderation
Maintenance

Time



Hosting
Governance

Costs

Strategy

Scaling

Moderation
Maintenance

Time

Delegated



We were invited to trade 
community ownership and 
power for convenience
and ended up locked in.



“Design is power. To be 
absolutely powerless in the 
world is to have no ability to 
design, to alter the 
circumstances that you’re in.

— Tony Fry



Trading community 
ownership and power 
for convenience

Building
enough 

digital literacy



Trading community 
ownership and power 
for convenience

Building
enough 

digital literacy
+

Designing 
empowering 

tools



Mobilizon
New approaches and 
new functionalities



Group feature
A set of basic tools 
that don’t prefigure 
their use (too much)



Exploring
new models



“The tool of our dreams can’t come 
from surveillance capitalism 
corporations for they could not profit 
from it. We see the opportunity to 
outperform them by doing differently.

— Framasoft

https://framablog.org/2019/05/14/mobilizon-financ
ons-un-outil-pour-sortir-nos-evenements-de-faceboo
k/

https://framablog.org/2019/05/14/mobilizon-financons-un-outil-pour-sortir-nos-evenements-de-facebook/
https://framablog.org/2019/05/14/mobilizon-financons-un-outil-pour-sortir-nos-evenements-de-facebook/
https://framablog.org/2019/05/14/mobilizon-financons-un-outil-pour-sortir-nos-evenements-de-facebook/


Mobilizon
New approaches and 
new functionalities

“Mobilizon is neither a media nor an 
entertainment platform. It’s a tool. 
There are no likes, no subscription 
counters, no infinite scroll.

The way Mobilizon is designed aims 
at freeing your attention from 
self-staging mechanisms.”







Messy
Hard to grasp

Too 
technical!

Time 
consuming!



● Define hosting choices

● Deciding on and writing a 
code of conduct

● Decide who does what

● Define moderation 
principles

● Decide how to fund hosting 
and maintenance

● Define maximum size



● Define hosting choices

● Deciding on and writing a 
code of conduct

● Decide who does what

● Define moderation 
principles

● Decide how to fund hosting 
and maintenance

● Define maximum size

…and it’s a good thing!



● Democratic reflection on how we 
want tech to work for us!

● Reclaiming our agency over 
surveillance capitalism!

● Designing instead of being 
designed (for)!

● Nurturing our 
shared culture <3
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“Externalities are not unfortunate 
consequences, but the very conditions 
of existence of problematic human 
activities which trajectories 
must be shifted.

— Alexandre Monnin


